
Cryptic crossword 11 Created by Hubble
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ACROSS 
1. Uncovered broadcast of

Cockney lacking mercy (8)
5. Don't answer heartless chap

and don't go in (4,2)
8. Large container in Virginia

Square (3)
9. Being everywhere with

troubled heart, Hubble
stopped over America (10)

10. Possible destination of
fishing expedition has tenor
confused (5,3)

11. About young animal coming
back with a pound of cheek
(6)

12. On return, no medal to show
bum (4)

14. Brand outlet's leader
reorganised despatch (10)

17. Certainly attacking uniform
for one that's cheating (10)

20. Long story of legal advisor in
South America (4)

23. Learned one has a
commercial vehicle parked
in street (6)

24. Star turn in outskirts of
Athens for wives of rulers (8)

25. Victorious old president
greets a hard worker (10)

26. Reserve underwater
transport (3)

27. Ally of wicked one capturing
piece (6)

28. Set off to see about school
(8)

DOWN
1. Crazy, incoherent mother

rising (6,3)
2. Working, thanks to port's

province (7)

3. Guffaws when Los Angeles
toughs lose direction (6)

4. Newer dish served up for
animal tender (9)

5. Old copper obliged to be
flexible (7)

6. Reveal luggage in display
containers (9)

7. Graduate, one with time,
tracks other graduates to
find grain (7)

13. Raced back to tell setter's
story (9)

15. Picture subject wins cloak
(9)

16. A pub I sell in ruins is worthy
of consideration (9)

18. One who does uplifting part
of foxtrot can entertain (7)

19. Wild nut cracked by crazy
dame (7)

21. Forgetfulness of men
confused and incontinent (7)

22. Reached around king in
cave (6)


